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Abstract
In order to keep up with big data workloads, distributed

storage needs to offer low latency, high bandwidth and energy
efficient access to data. To achieve these properties, most state
of the art solutions focus either exclusively on software or on
hardware-based implementation. FPGAs are an example of
the latter and a promising platform for building storage nodes
but they are more cumbersome to program and less flexible
than software, which limits their adoption.

We make the case that, in order to be feasible in the cloud,
solutions designed around programmable hardware, such as
FPGAs, have to follow a service provider-centric method-
ology: the hardware should only provide functionality that
is useful across all tenants and rarely changes. Conversely,
application-specific functionality should be delivered through
software that, in a cloud setting, is under the provider’s con-
trol. Deploying FPGAs this way is less cumbersome, requires
less hardware programming and flexibility increases overall.

We demonstrate the benefits of this approach by building
an application-aware storage for Parquet files, a columnar data
format widely used in big data frameworks. Our prototype
offers transparent 10Gbps deduplication in hardware without
sacrificing low latency operation and specializes to Parquet
files using a companion library. This work paves the way
for in-storage filtering of columnar data without having to
implement file-type and tenant-specific parsing in the FPGA.

1 Introduction

With the wide-spread deployment of big data workloads in the
cloud, it is important to increase the efficiency of distributed
storage. Most recent work in this area focuses on either highly-
tuned software solutions [1–3] to exploit fast networks, or
pushes all functionality into specialized hardware nodes [4–6]
that promise an order of magnitude improvement in energy
efficiency. Hardware solutions, however, face two impedi-
ments: 1) deploying them in the cloud is uneconomical unless
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high utilization can be achieved and 2) they are limited in the
operations they can efficiently support due to small on-chip
memories and the fact that functionality is typically translated
to pipelines or circuitry with an upper bound on size.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are overcoming
the first impediment in part thanks to machine learning and
similar compute-intensive workloads that are often bound
by the performance of general-purpose CPUs. As a result,
programmable accelerators are becoming common and can
be rented in the public cloud of companies such as Amazon,
Baidu and Huawei. Furthermore, they have been recently
successfully used in production [7] at Microsoft where they
accelerate networking functions in the Azure Cloud. These
uses demonstrate that FPGAs and similar programmable hard-
ware can be economical if they benefit a large number of ten-
ants. Beyond compute kernels and network functions, even
complex stateful applications, such as low-latency key-value
stores [6, 8], can be implemented on FPGAs, resulting in at
least an order of magnitude improvement in energy efficiency.

Given these developments and the growing size and het-
erogeneity of FPGAs [9], new opportunities emerge in ar-
chitectural exploration for data-intensive applications. The
challenge of providing rich functionality with bounded hard-
ware resources is, however, not solved yet. As an example, in
the case of smart storage, even though the FPGA could imple-
ment different application-specific modules, it is unclear how
to share the device efficiently across tenants. If the device is
spatially partitioned, less functionality can be provided for
each tenant, and this could lead to wasted resources if not all
applications are used equally often. Temporal partitioning is
not a perfect solution either, because reconfiguring parts of
the FPGA can be done only at coarse granularity [16, 17] and
takes tens to hundreds of milliseconds.
Proposal. We make the case that, for specialized-hardware-
based storage to be practical, it has to cater to many tenants
and use-cases. The way to achieve this is by splitting function-
ality: keeping the common data or compute-intensive parts of
workloads on the hardware and providing additional tenant-
and application-specific operations in software libraries. Such



a separation also reduces the hardware programming effort
and allows faster adaptation to changing workloads, which
is important in the context of today’s quickly evolving data-
intensive service offering [10–13]. Even though the under-
lying idea is not new, we believe it is time to revisit it from
the perspective of FPGA-based storage and cloud service
providers. Furthermore, the common blocks we can identify
across applications can be used to guide the process of devel-
oping FPGAs tailored to the needs of datacenter workloads.

Applying the Methodology. To demonstrate our approach,
we implement a storage solution with line-rate data manage-
ment and deduplication in hardware and move application-
specific operations to a client library without reducing per-
formance. We chose to target Apache Parquet [14] in our
prototype, a commonly used columnar file format, but the
methodology is generalizable to other formats as well. This
is because overall it ensures that the FPGA can be in the role
of both a general and an application-aware storage node and,
in the future, the free chip space can be used to provide in-
storage processing to multiple tenants, even if only a subset
of them store Parquet files.

The software library breaks files up based on their internal
structure and stores them as multiple smaller entries in the
storage node. This reduces the size of buffers on the FPGA
and keeps the data management logic general purpose. Since
the software library handles file-specific meta-data process-
ing, it is possible to implement in-storage processing without
requiring Parquet-specific parsers on the FPGA. This is im-
portant because the requirement to parse different file formats
can reduce the usable space on the FPGA: we know from
earlier work [15] that meta-data parsing and data fetching
logic for simple database pages can be comparable in size to
a 10Gbps Regex processing module.

2 Background and Related Work

FPGA-based Storage. There is an increasing interest in
offering FPGA-based or FPGA-accelerated distributed stor-
age [4–6, 8, 18]. This interest is in large motivated by energy
efficiency concerns: when deploying TBs of storage, the en-
ergy footprint of individual nodes becomes an important cost
factor and FPGA-based solutions offer orders of magnitude
better energy efficiency than traditional CPU-based solutions.
An other advantage of FPGAs (and other specialized hard-
ware) is that they are well suited to network-facing operation
because they can guarantee line-rate operation by design. A
drawback of many FPGA-based KVS prototypes is that they
are designed with small (16-512 B) key-value pairs in mind,
motivated by caching use-cases – when targeting big data
workloads, however, this design decision has to be revisited.

Deduplication Strategies. Deduplication has been stud-
ied in extensive related work and one important differenti-
ating factor between solutions is the way that files are sub-

divided (chunked) for fingerprinting. Fixed chunk size so-
lutions [19, 20] are computationally cheaper and offer good
deduplication ratios for files that are modified through append
operations. Conversely, for files that are changed through
random insertions and deletions, variable chunk size hash-
ing [19, 21–23], that computes a running hash of the data to
identify content-based “cut” points, is better suited.

Another differentiating factor is the location of deduplica-
tion: on the client-side [22, 24–26] or in the storage node/de-
vice [26–29]. In the case of the former, the bandwidth re-
quirement when writing to storage is reduced by not send-
ing duplicate data, but latency is increased because multiple
round-trips are required to identify which parts of a file are
unique. This approach also requires the hashing to happen
on the client, which can interfere with the client workload.
Performing deduplication inside in the storage node addresses
these shortcomings but requires that the underlying hardware
guarantees high throughput for deduplication operations.

As related work already explored [23], deduplication meth-
ods that take into account the internal structure of files are
likely to perform better than general-purpose ones. In a similar
vein, we propose a hybrid chunking scheme that first breaks
up the files into relatively small pages (in the range of 1 KB
– 8 KB) along their internal structure without requiring hash
computations on the clients, then stores pages as multiple key-
value pairs, depending on the maximum value size supported
by the KVS. This results in behavior similar to variable size
chunking and in very similar, or better, deduplication ratios.
Parquet Files. Emerging machine learning workloads have
made column-based file formats, such as Apache Parquet [14],
wide-spread. Depending on the computation pipeline, users
often access only a subset of the columns in these files, and
having a storage solution that can efficiently handle such par-
tial reads reduces data movement bottlenecks. Furthermore,
Parquet files are often transformed in ways that touch only
specific columns or derive new ones in the feature engineering
step of machine learning pipelines [30], which leads to par-
tially duplicate data and therefore potential for deduplication.

3 Design Overview

Our prototype system, Multes++, shows that by combining
software and specialized hardware using a service-oriented
methodology, it is possible to deliver application-specific im-
provements without reducing the efficiency benefits of the
hardware nodes. It brings the following properties:

1. Line-rate read and write behavior in an energy efficient
package – enabled by the use of specialized hardware.

2. Structure-aware storage and access of Parquet files without
having to dedicate hardware resources to file-type-specific
parsing – enabled by the use of a software library.

3. Efficient deduplication using a hybrid chunking scheme –
enabled by combining software and hardware.



Figure 1: Highlighted in green are the deduplication-specific
operations and meta-data added to Multes.

Starting Point. This work is based on Multes [31], an open
source, replicated [32], multi-tenant key-value store (KVS)
with performance and data isolation guarantees across tenants.
The KVS supports basic set/get/delete operations executed as
part of a single pipeline tailored to 10Gbps network speeds
and parameterizable to match the performance characteristics
of emerging NVM devices (for details see [8]). Internally, a
high throughput Cuckoo hash table [33] is combined with a
slab-based storage allocator. The hash table stores keys and
value-pointers and the actual values are stored separately in a
“value area” that is managed by the allocator. It has five slab
classes, increasing by factor of two until 1KB, and ensures
that variable sized values can be stored without too much
internal fragmentation.

Multes stores data in DRAM, which is a placeholder for
non-volatile media. The design allows for using durable stor-
age that is fast enough for 10Gbps operation (e.g. to NVM
DIMMs) by resizing on-chip buffers but without having to
change the KVS design.
Hardware Implementation. We achieved the goals stated
at the beginning of this section by extending the internal
pipeline of Multes with deduplication. For this, we had to
modify the key management logic, but this does not slow
down the system nor changes the way its multi-tenancy and
replication mechanisms works.

We added a fingerprinting step that precedes the hash table
operations (Figure 1), and each value that is part of a set
request is hashed to determine its fingerprint. For this, we
use open-source SHA256 cores1 in a data-parallel way. Each
core takes 66 clock cycles at 156.25 MHz to hash 64B of data,
so we deploy nine parallel ones to achieve 10Gbps line-rate
(8B/cycle at 156.25 MHz) fingerprinting.

Since the hash table stores all its entries in off-chip memory,
it has a large enough capacity to hold both keys and fingerprint
entries of values. To achieve this, we changed the internal

1https://github.com/secworks/sha256

Algorithm 1 Writing to the KVS with deduplication
1: function SET(Key,Value)
2: F = SHA256Hash(Value) . Compute fingerprint
3: [Pointer, Count] = GetHashTable(F) . Read #1 – NULL returned if not found
4: [_, FKey] = GetHashTable(Key) . Read #2 – NULL returned if not found
5: if FKey!=NULL and F!=FKey then
6: DeleteHashTable(Key) . If the key already has a different value, delete it
7: end if
8: if FKey!=NULL and F=FKey then
9: SetHashTable(F , [Pointer,Count]) . No change in counts (can be omitted)

10: end if
11: if FKey==NULL and Pointer != NULL then
12: SetHashTable(F , [Pointer,Count +1]) . New key with an existing value
13: else
14: if Pointer == NULL then
15: Pointer = Malloc(Size(Value)) . Allocate space for new value
16: SetHashTable(F , [Pointer,1]) . First time we store this value
17: end if
18: end if
19: SetHashTable(Key, [Pointer,Fingerprint]) . Update the key
20: WriteValueArea(Pointer, Value) . Write to value area
21: end function

Figure 2: Our library exposes several layers of abstraction,
hiding low level communication and FPGA idiosyncrasies.

structure of the hash table entries slightly compared to Multes
so that each entry holds not only a key and a pointer (which
is a combination of a value memory location and the length
of the value) but also an additional “Meta-data” field (see
bottom of Figure 1). In the case of regular keys, this field is
used to store the fingerprint2 of the values and in the case of
fingerprint entries, it is used to store the number of keys with
that particular value (i.e., a reference counter).

For reading the value of a key we can use the original
hash table logic since we store the pointers to the values with
the keys. This means that the read throughput of Multes++
is identical to that of Multes. As Algorithm 1 shows, write
operations require an additional memory access per key-value
pair, which could result in lower throughput for small values
(<128B) but targeting small values for deduplication does
not pay off due to the meta-data overhead required. Delete
operations behave similarly to writes because they need to
update the fingerprint entry as well.
Software Library. We built the software library for
Multes++ in Golang. Beyond the basic get/set operations,
the library also provides the ability of storing very large val-
ues and arrays transparently (Figure 2 shows its layers). The
Parquet file functionality is layered on top of these operations.

One limitation of FPGA designs shows up when dealing

2We reduce fingerprints to 64bits in order to fit the current hash table.
While false positives should be still extremely unlikely, in a production-grade
system with large capacity it would be preferred to store fingerprints in full.

https://github.com/secworks/sha256


add r = ’ 1 1 . 1 . 2 1 2 . 2 0 9 : 2 8 8 0 ’
h = pq . c o n n e c t ( add r )
md = pq . open_me tada t a ( h , ’ t e s t ’ , schema =0)
a i r l i n e = pq . g e t _ s t r i n g _ c o l u m n ( h , md , 1 )
we ig h t = pq . g e t _ i n t _ c o l u m n ( h , md , 10)
d f = pd . DataFrame ( d a t a ={ ’ a ’ : a i r l i n e , ’w’ : we i gh t } )
d f . s o r t _ v a l u e s ( by =[ ’w’ ] , i n p l a c e =True )
p r i n t ( d f . head ( 5 ) )

Figure 3: The library can be called from Python and clients
can access specific columns directly. In this snippet, the
columns are loaded into a Pandas DataFrame for analysis.

with very large request sizes: To handle a multi-KB set re-
quest, for instance, the FPGA has to have dedicated buffer
space for each tenant. Since on-chip memory is limited, these
buffers have to be moved to DRAM, which increases latency
and could jeopardize line-rate guarantees. In Multes++, we
limit key-value sizes to the KB range, so that each logical
request will fit in an MTU and fragmentation happens only
seldom. This allows Multes++ to operate with small buffers.
We handle larger values by slicing them on the client and
storing multiple key-value pairs. To differentiate between
user-provided keys and “slice” ones, the library appends in-
dex bytes to the key. The first key-value pair encodes how
many additional ones follow. To improve throughput, the li-
brary batches the access to the slices of the same logical key.

In addition to large value operations, we also implemented
an array abstraction in the library. Arrays are accessed through
a “directory value” that stores the internal keys pointing to
the array entries. These can be single values, long values, or
even arrays themselves.

In order to manipulate Parquet files, we embedded an open
source Parquet library3 in our solution to divide the Parquet
file into pages. We store all pages as array entries, with file-
specific meta-data stored at the first locations in the array.
It is also feasible to plug the library into clients written in
other languages. In Listing 3 we show, for instance, our exper-
imental go-to-Python binding. Clients can access the Parquet
files either as a whole or on a per-column basis. This reduces
unnecessary data movement, and opens up opportunities for
offloading computation to the storage node in the future.

4 Evaluation

Setup. We use four dual-socket servers with Intel Xeon Sil-
ver 4114 CPUs and 10Gbps networking and a Xilinx VC709
Board with a XC7VX690T FPGA and 8GB of DRAM that is
used both for the hash table and the value storage.

The client machines ran Multes++’s Go-based client li-
brary and used Parquet files generated from the datasets avail-
able at the San Francisco Open Data Website4. We compare

3github.com/xitongsys/parquet-go/
4https://datasf.org/opendata/
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Figure 4: When deduplicating SETs with 512B values, the
added latency is visible but not significant for clients. Read
operations are not impacted.

Multes++ with Memcached, that even though not the most op-
timized software solution, is representative of the performance
of general purpose systems. For memcached we change the
lowest layer in the library but the others remain the same.

The evaluation focuses on the perspective of individual
clients storing and retrieving data from Multes++, simulating
the behavior of cloud tenants running machine learning jobs,
e.g., in Python. In this scenario, even though a tenant can have
many parallel tasks, each one is heavily impacted by the data
retrieval rate from the storage nodes and can not parallelize
across multiple machines.
Resource Consumption. Multes++ occupies 57% of the
logic resources and 42% of BRAM on the chip with an 8
tenant setup (Multes needs 51% and 37% for the same), the
remaining chip space can be used to implement processing on
the reading path. It is important to highlight that this deploy-
ment has only a single copy of all data management modules,
which are then shared by tenants – clearly, replicating these
several times is not an option.

The estimated power consumption of the FPGA when run-
ning Multes++ is 12W, an order of magnitude lower than
what a general purpose CPU would use to provide 10Gbps
KVS functionality, without additional processing [8].

Latency. When compared to Multes, the only step that has
been added in Multes++ that impacts latency is the dedupli-
cation logic for set (and delete) operations. The overhead is
composed predominantly of the SHA256 hashing that adds in
the range of 3µs of latency5 per 512 B values (Figure 4). The
overhead of the additional DDR memory access is negligible.

As for manipulating array data structures, since this opera-
tion is entirely implemented in software, it is possible to run
it both on top of Multes++ and Memcached. Figure 5 shows
that when reading a single element of an array, two RTT to
the server have to be paid: one to retrieve the array meta data
and one to read the actual value. If the clients read multiple
elements in a single operation, however, the cost of retrieving
the meta data is quickly amortized. Memcached shows the
same trend as the FPGA, but its base latency is significantly
higher than two accesses to Multes++.

5By increasing the frequency of the hashing cores, it would be possible
to improve this metric by a factor of 2, but likely not much more.

github.com/xitongsys/parquet-go/
https://datasf.org/opendata/
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Figure 6: The write throughput of the system reaches line-rate
once the value size is >512B. For smaller values it is bound
by the hash table logic dealing with deduplication meta data.

Throughput. In Figure 6, we focus on read/write band-
width as a function of value size ranging from 128B to 64KB
(in the Parquet use-case the divided parts of the Parquet file
are typically in the 1-8 KB range). The bottom lines in Fig-
ure 6 show the read and write bandwidth that a single client
experiences when interacting with Multes++ or Memcached.
Not surprisingly, at lower bandwidths, the memcached-backed
version can match the FPGA in terms of throughput. The fig-
ure also shows that with more clients (128) 10Gbps line-rate
is successfully achieved for setting values that are at least
512 B (for smaller values the hash table and memory allocator
become a bottleneck). Since Multes++ does not change the
read logic of Multes and the latter supports line-rate operation,
we omit these measurements for simplicity.

Deduplication. Figure 7 shows storing in Multes++ the Po-
lice dataset in original and then a second time with a) half of
its rows filtered out, then b) with one column removed (with-
out re-encoding the rest of the pages). We use our Parquet-
aware storing method, as well as storing key-value pairs de-
termined by the state of the art chunking methods. For this,
we use a helper application that computes the running hash
of the data in the Parquet file using Rabin fingerprinting [34]
to determine variable sized chunks (VCS). Based on a 48B
sliding window the tool finds cut points, aiming for 512B and
1KB chunks on average (in practice the average size is around
600B, respectively 1KB).

As Figure 7 shows, our proposal can store the modified file
variants in negligible additional storage space. The overhead
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Figure 7: After storing a Parquet file (156 MB), we show the
overhead of storing a version with half of the rows (78 MB)
and then a column removed (71MB). Our proposed method
fairs as good as the state of the art (the overhead includes both
data and meta-data).

is mostly dominated by meta-data (the keys and fingerprints
describing the new file) and the unique page data only repre-
sents a quarter of it. When storing the files using VCS-based
chunking, the deduplication results are similar. It is important
to point out that when using a chunking configuration that
produces values smaller than the FPGA’s internal maximum
(1KB), there are more key-value pairs to be managed, which
in turn increases the size of the meta-data (almost doubling
it in our case). The effectiveness of data page deduplication,
however, is very similar to the other two variants.

5 Conclusion

Given the increasing availability of programmable hardware
in the datacenter, we believe that future distributed storage
solutions should aim to utilize them as efficiently as possi-
ble. Furthermore, since the size and capabilities of such pro-
grammable chips are increasing, it is important to understand
what works best for the domain of smart storage – possibly
influencing this way the design of future programmable hard-
ware tailored to the datacenter market.

To this end, we make the case that the design of cloud
storage systems has to be driven by a service-centric method-
ology: implement stable multi-tenant functionality in hard-
ware and tenant- and application-specific functionality on the
client side in software. This way we can reduce programming
complexity in hardware and ensure overall higher flexibility.

Our prototype, Multes++, is an FPGA-based key-value
store that offers line-rate in-storage deduplication and, thanks
to its software library, can store and manipulate Parquet files
directly. The service provider could implement further library
versions for different columnar formats with minimum effort
even though the underlying service remains general purpose.

An important benefit of storing Parquet files in a divided
way is that it leads to at least as high deduplication ratios as
the state of the art, while it also enables future processing of
columnar file formats inside the FPGA-based storage node,
without having to dedicate resources to file-type specific pars-
ing logic for each tenant (this could be even impossible due
to on-chip resource constraints).



6 Discussion

Even though it has been shown that it is possible to build
complex systems entirely using specialized hardware, in pro-
duction environments the presence of general purpose CPU
cores would be welcome. In the case of Multes++, these
could help with control and configuration of the FPGA-based
service. For instance, reconfiguring replication groups after
a failure requires branching logic that can’t efficiently take
advantage of FPGA resources. Therefore, our first question
revolves around the choice of hardware for a Multes++-like
system. Should we use a regular FPGA attached to a reg-
ular server machine that can handle management tasks on
the side (e.g., similar to Catapult [7]), or rather a stand alone
FPGA with a small embedded CPU (e.g., Xilinx Zynq de-
vices6)? Even though there is a clear benefit in pushing both
networking and data management tasks into the FPGA (which
suggests a large-FPGA-small-CPU configuration), is there a
scenario, in the distributed storage context, where using a
large-CPU-small-FPGA configuration would be more useful
(e.g., Intel XEON+FPGA [35])?

Second, it is also a question what emerging operations
could be offloaded into FPGA-based storage in a multi-tenant
setting. For the reasons explained in the paper, choosing pro-
cessing functionality that benefits only a small subset of ten-
ants and workloads is not economical, so instead we have
to devise operators that either benefit a wide cross-section
of workloads (e.g. compression) or that are parameterizable
at runtime to adjust their behavior. In our earlier work, we
explored, for instance, how the same regular expression match-
ing module could be used to filter strings, binary data, help
with parsing or be used for decisions of set membership. As
a trade-off, the resource requirements of the module were
larger than that of a hard-coded regular expression matching
unit, but smaller than deploying each of the previously listed
modules individually.

Third, this work builds on the assumption that it is the
service provider who controls the FPGA and the software
library as well. This is motivated by the wide-spread usage
of comprehensive frameworks such as Tensorflow [10] and
Microsoft ML.NET [11]. In such frameworks it is realistic
to assume that the service provider can specialize a part of
the infrastructure and code they are executing and is already
happening with the Google TPUs and Microsoft’s Brainwave
accelerators for machine learning. Are there compelling use-
cases for application-aware distributed storage outside of the
obvious area of machine learning/big data analytics? Or are
these the only candidates thanks to their data intensive nature?

6https://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-devices/soc/
zynq-ultrascale-mpsoc.html
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